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CHESTER BENNINGTON 
A  C E L E B R A T I O N  O F  L I F E

I
t speaks volumes that a family of almost 18,000 
strong don’t need a cue for what happens only 
moments in to this evening. An iconic beat and a 
familiar key melody kick off. A light shines on an 
empty mic stand on the stage of LA’s Hollywood 

Bowl. The stand is empty because there is no vocalist 
who can take the lead in place of Chester Bennington 
for Numb. Without instruction or guidance, however, 
those who have come here to commemorate his life 

know exactly what to do.
‘I’m tired of being what you want me to be,’ they 

sing in booming unison. ‘Feeling so faithless, lost under 
the surface…’ The crowd carry the entire song, while 
Mike Shinoda, guitarist Brad Delson, turntablist Joe 
Hahn, bassist Dave Farrell and drummer Rob Bourdon 
thrash around the mic’s spotlight. It shines amid a sea of 
tears; tears of anger, tears of joy, tears of togetherness. 
You feel chills, goosebumps, the lot. Numb is one of 

the band’s most beloved anthems – a song about being 
trapped in a damaging state of mind, about trying to free 
yourself from the oppression of another. Chester’s soul 
is set free this evening, but not without a grave sense of 
loss. He is so sorely missed.

Numb was the basis for a blockbuster collaboration 
with Jay-Z (Numb/Encore from 2004’s Collision 
Course), though the hip-hop titan is not with us tonight. 
Despite his absence, that spirit of the pan-genre, 

last friday, the hollywood bowl saw lInkIn park step onstage 
for the first time since chester’s passing, with the help and support of 
frIends, stars, and the entire lInkIn park famIly. kerrang! relives  

a special evening, in celebration of the most special of people…

multi-generational influence of Linkin Park is elsewhere. 
Tonight’s gig, streamed worldwide online, welcomes 
a flow of guests who show up for Chester to play 31 
songs over the course of three hours; from current 
heroes like Machine Gun Kelly, Taka Moriuchi of ONE 
OK ROCK and Oli Sykes of Bring Me The Horizon 
to punk legends Sum 41, blink-182 and System Of A 
Down, it’s a star-studded tribute to one fallen giant 
of alternative rock. Ringleader Mike and the surviving 
members of the nu-metal band from local Agoura Hills 
are here to “make Chester proud”. The early message 
of this Numb moment seemed to be that no-one could 
replace Chester. There is no vocalist to match his chops, 
no messenger to deliver his sentiments as deeply. Among 
the voices of the fans and the peers, there’s an army who 
refuse to let his words go silently into the night.

“Chester! Chester! Chester!” the crowd chant before 

Mike returns to introduce the first of the night’s guests 
– Ryan Key, formerly of Yellowcard. “Los Angeles, I don’t 
have the words to thank you guys enough for coming,” 
Mike says. “Doing this show is one of the hardest things 
we’ve ever decided to do.” A video montage insists that 
tonight shouldn’t be about being “sad”. 

As with the loss of most legends, Chester’s suicide 
on July 20 feels far longer than three months ago, and 
yet it also seems impossible that he’s no longer alive. 
You see those emotions etched on the faces of the 
couples in attendance, the little kids who punch the air 
to the riffs while up on their dads’ shoulders, and the 
lone travellers who have come from all four corners 
of the earth. At one point, Mike will describe this as a 
“rollercoaster”, one in which you don’t know when 
you’re gonna dive left or right. That uncertainty hangs 
in the air, but there’s also a great release of catharsis. As 

much as this is a celebration of Chester’s life’s work, it’s 
a moment for the fans to come together, united again, as 
they were for so long, by his art.

s ilence fills the Bowl before tonight’s show 
commences, like the quiet of a church before 
a sermon. A low hum pervades through the 

corridors of this mammoth venue as thousands 
congregate donning T-shirts of various eras of Linkin Park. 
In the build-up to the show, fans have camped overnight. 
Mike Shinoda reveals that during the hours of rehearsals 
the evening before, he went out to meet and hug them. 
He explains that they gave him the courage to do this. 
They told him it was going to be okay. Tonight, talking to 
them is difficult, not because they don’t want to speak, 
but because many of them can’t form words. They 
struggle to piece together sentences without crying.
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A night to remember

Linkin Park and friends 
take their closing bow
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Some have headed to the shrine outside the main 
gate where fans leave messages of solidarity and 
remembrance on a wall. ‘You are 
missed,’ say many. ‘Thank you for 
being a major part of my life.’ There 
is one line that reads, ‘Legends never 
die.’ Attendants hand out ribbon 
bracelets with lyrics on them. One 
man called Mitch, with a guitar 
strapped to his back, is doodling a 
tattoo he designed on his own arm 
of the ‘LP’ logo with a bee next to it. 
During tonight’s set a video will play 
of Chester addressing an audience 
in Birmingham on July 6 after the 
Manchester Arena terrorist attack. 
He talks about wearing earrings with 
bees on them to remember those 
who died, the bee as a symbol for 
Manchester. Chester tells the crowd 
that love destroys hate. He instructs 
them to turn to the person next 
to them and say “I love you”. Feeling the sense of his 
presence here, everyone at the Bowl partakes. “I love 
you,” says the guy next to K!. K! says, “I love you,” back.

Mitch has come from Manchester and is staying in a 
hostel with a group of fans he just met who came from 
Germany. He tells Kerrang! that music is his relief from 
mental health troubles. He lost his step-father Mike to 
suicide as an 11-year-old and has just written lyrics to 
help him work through that. Today, while waiting here, he 
was inspired to write a song. Before he knew it, scores 
of fans were joining in. “This event is so important for 
mental health awareness,” he says. He’s absolutely right.

During the concert, the cameras pan over the faces of 
so many men in particular. Guys with eyes shut, mouthing 
every line, feeling every moment. For them, Chester was 
a friend in the darkness of their own misunderstood 
struggles. He was a superstar who defied the notion 
that to be vulnerable and emotional is at odds with 
masculinity. The DJ who warms up the crowd is also 
in tears. He plays Audioslave’s Show Me How To Live, 
featuring the mighty voice of Chris Cornell, a close 
friend of Chester, whose suicide had a profound effect 
on the Linkin Park vocalist. If tonight can bring a clearer 
perception to the daily battles of others, that’s an honour 
that would make Chester smile. Before the encore, his 
wife Talinda speaks and repeats: “Fuck depression.” She 
tells us that Chester would say 
Linkin Park fans were the best. 
“He was absolutely fucking 
right,” she says. “In the past 
14 weeks you have lifted each 
other up. You have lifted me up. 
It’s about time we recognise 
that mental health is as 
important as physical health.”

There’s an otherworldliness 
to the way Mike, the guests 
and the fans echo Chester’s 
thoughts here through the 
lyrics. ‘If you need a friend 
there’s a seat here alongside 
me,’ sings Mike during Roads 

Untraveled, somehow without breaking down. One of 
the hardest elements of delivering those songs is how 
much the words act as a premonition for what was to 
come. One particular iconic guest, Alanis Morissette, 
uses her platform to make an impactful statement. 
She penned a song in the wake of Chester’s death 
called Rest. After running through Castle Of Glass with 
members of No Doubt, she introduces the new ballad. 
It contains the lyrics: ‘He’s been hurting for a while / Can 
we cut this man some slack / Let him lie down.’

“There’s a lot of vilification of people with 
depression,” she says. “It’s an isolating, challenging 
journey to go through. I wanna offer empathy to all 
people in the public eye and to you here.” Chester’s 
honesty was so stark and brazen, everyone knew what 
he was going through. The love of this extended family 
couldn’t save him. The hope, however, is that his mantras 
and his strength will rescue others from their despair.

“we are supposed to have fucking fun!” 
says Mike, mid-way through the set. 
“I think about Chester and that’s 

what he’d want.” Throughout the evening, Chester’s 
longtime co-vocalist carries us in a raucous celebration 
of alternative music at large. Among the mourning 
there’s lightness all around. During a video clip called 

Unicorns And Lollipops, Chester is 
filmed backstage ad-libbing a silly 
song. The crowd laugh, enjoying his 
sense of humour, remembering him 
the right way. They start to mimic 
his freestyle. “Were you guys really 
just singing along to a YouTube clip?” 
asks Mike, returning to the stage. “If 
that’s the case, you don’t even need 
us here tonight.”

The truth is, it took a great deal 
of bravery for the five remaining 
Linkin Park men to get up here. 
They do it with insurmountable 
valour, supported by their guests and 
video tributes from the likes of Paul 

McCartney, Jared Leto and Metallica. Messing up the 
intro to Battle Symphony, Mike breaks and says, “Fuck 
that! We’re starting over. Chester wouldn’t take that 
shit.” His hardest moment is in recalling when he found 
out about his friend’s death. “We were doing a photo 
thing,” he says. “For hours I was in disbelief. Eventually I 
realised playing music helps me get through something.”

Eight days after Chester’s death, Mike wrote a song 
called Looking For An Answer. He sits down to debut it 
here. “I don’t know what’s gonna happen with this song,” 
he says. “If we do continue, I wanna continue to build 
on [it].” He describes it as an unfinished article, the bare 
bones of how Linkin Park’s ideas would form. ‘Is there 
sunshine where you are? / The way there was when you 
were here,’ he sings over a stripped-down piano ballad.

The weight of all this, however, doesn’t rest squarely 
on his and his bandmates’ shoulders. The guests are also 
all people Chester would have vouched for. They range 
from underdogs he championed to comrades who saw 
it all with him. Steven McKellar of Civil Twilight has the 
biggest night of his life onstage singing Nobody Can Save 
Me. It came as a result of a text Mike received from 
Chester’s wife, Talinda. “Chester loved his voice,” she 
wrote. Mike is lost for words introducing Bush’s Gavin 
Rossdale for Leave Out All The Rest. Taka of ONE OK 
ROCK flew all the way from Japan. “Get your fucking 
hands in the air!” he screams before launching into 

Somewhere I Belong. Avenged 
Sevenfold’s M. Shadows later rips 
through Burn It Down and a 
howl-laden Faint.

Some of the most touching 
moments come with the likes 
of Echosmith’s Sydney Sierota 
on Waiting For The End, or Julia 

Michaels and Kiiara singing Heavy, 
vocalists who carry Chester’s legacy 
to a new generation of listeners. As Oli 
Sykes comes out for Crawling, Mike 
recalls that the first time he was ever 
pictured in Kerrang! was as a member 
of a Linkin Park crowd in London. “Now 
he gets [Kerrang!] covers all by himself,” 
he laughs.

It’s the chances to regale in past 
glories that really clutch at the heart 
strings. Before members of System 
Of A Down come out, Mike reveals 
that Linkin Park played their first 
ever show just up the road from 
here at the Whisky opening for 
them. When Deryck Whibley from 
Sum 41 enters for The Catalyst, 
Mike says their past connection 

Joshua 38, California
“Two words about 
what Chester 
meant to me: his 
voice. Nobody 
can replicate it. 
You recognised it 

and knew it was him. When Hybrid 
Theory came out I was in it from 
the start, and I later got my son into 
it right away, and that’s the reason 
he’s here. We had tickets for Linkin 
Park’s [scheduled tour], but we’re 
here now.”

Mike 27, Burbank & Isa 24, Burbank
M: “Chester’s 
positivity and how 
he inspired so 
many people made 
everyone feel 
so much with his 

music. To celebrate his life today is 
so important. He gave us hope, and 
told us to hold on, do the best you 
can. It’s hard to put it into words.”
I: “Man, in middle school he knew 
what we were feeling. I don’t know 
what to say other than that.”

Samantha 32, China
“When I was in 
high school, Hybrid 
Theory came out 
and it was huge 
in China. It felt 
relatable even 

though my English wasn’t that good. 
I tried to translate the lyrics. Over 
the years I listened to their music 
and my English got better and I 
resonated with what he was saying. 
You rarely see someone wear their 
heart on their sleeve [like that].”

Colin 25, San Francisco
“It’s hard to say 
what he meant to 
me. I wasn’t ever 
focused on the 
individuals of Linkin 
Park. Linkin Park 

were the idols of my high school. We 
rigged the votes in high school for 
who the best band was. We broke 
in and changed the score. Music 
defines us as children in who we 
become. I’m at a loss for what to say.”

Mitch 21, Manchester
“I wouldn’t be here 
without Chester. I 
have a long history 
of depression and 
anxiety. He was so 
open about mental 

health problems. He made you 
realise you weren’t the only person 
going through that shit. He made 
you realise that it was okay not to be 
okay. There are people here from all 
over the world looking after the band 
and looking after each other. It’s very 
special, and it’s because of him.”

meant he could bring him in with 24 hours’ notice. 
“We’re all family here right?” says Deryck. “Let’s sing 
this together like family.” blink-182, spearheaded by Matt 
Skiba, were supposed to tour with Linkin Park this year. 
They begin with the hit I Miss You before joining forces 
with Linkin Park for their version of What I’ve Done.

“All we need now is to do a country song. And then 
some polka?” jokes Mike, breaking for a rest. Shadow Of 
The Day is transformed into a cover of U2’s With Or 
Without You; Talking To Myself becomes Jimi Hendrix’s 
All Along The Watchtower. During One More Light, 
bracelets gifted to the audience light up the whole Bowl. 
The round is bathed in swathes of purple and white as 
they belt out every word.

In the night’s final throes, Mike turns to introduce 
“our favourite guests”. He means the crowd. Mirroring 
Numb, they are invited to sing out the bridge of In The 
End. Instead of crying, a woman next to K! climbs on 
the shoulders of her friend and they sweat through 
their smiles. “He’s the Kurt Cobain of our generation,” 
says the man. “He got a lot of people through the dark 
times and he’ll continue to do so.”

During a final showdown for Bleed It Out, the guests 
come out to pack the stage. “We don’t know where 
we’re going,” says Mike. The sentiment is mutual among 
all gathered. Somewhere in the bleachers, however, 
Chester’s spirit is guiding us through.
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WHAT

MEANT TO ME
CHeSTer

HOLLYWOOd bOWL 
aTTENdEEs sHarE THEIr 

PErsONaL sTOrIEs

Deryck Whibley lends 
vocals to The Catalyst

ONE OK ROCK’s Taka 
Moriuchi performs 
Somewhere I Belong

The night’s first 
guest, Ryan Key, sings 
Shadow Of The Day

Brad Delson, Mike 
Shinoda and Dave Farrell 

Fans light up the 
Hollywood Bowl

LP collaborator Steve 
Aoki joins Mike for A 
Light That Never Comes

Talinda Bennington 
delivers a moving speech

Korn’s Jonathan Davis rips 
through One Step Closer

blink-182’s Mark Hoppus

Machine Gun Kelly 
delivers Hybrid Theory 
opener Papercut

Synyster Gates and 
M. Shadows join 
Linkin Park for Faint

Oli Sykes performs 
his personal “icon”’s 
vocals on Crawling


